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Cornfield School 
 

Part of the Thrive Federation of Special Schools comprising Oak Grove College, Cornfield, 
Herons Dale and Palatine Schools 

Assessment, 
Recording and 

Reporting Policy 
 

The Governing Body has adopted this Policy 

Policy Created: Feb 2019 

Policy Adopted: 19th March 2019 

Review Date: Spring 2022 

Signed by Chair                                                                                   19.03.19 

 
Policy Document 
 
Assessment, Recording and Reporting  
Purpose 
 
• To assess students’ ability levels 
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• To use assessment to differentiate curriculum provision to meet effectively the needs of 
individual  students 
• To use assessment to inform appropriate teaching and learning styles 
• To implement effective systems for recording relevant assessment data 
• To report students’ progress to parents 
• To evaluate performance in relation to whole-school targets 
 
 
Principles 
• Cornfield School believes that effective assessment supports students’ learning and 

informs teacher planning 
• Assessment for Learning is key: marking of each student’s work should be relevant, 

specific and formative 
• Students must understand what their strengths and weaknesses are and what they need 

to do to progress 
• It is important to provide students and parents with regular information regarding 

progress 
• Students’ achievements deserve to be celebrated 
 
 
Detail 
Assessment is used to determine effective groupings where relevant and to inform lesson 
planning and delivery using appropriate teaching styles. Assessment for Learning is an 
integral part of curriculum provision at Cornfield School: assessment indicates strengths and 
identifies areas for improvement; lesson content and delivery are planned according to 
individual needs; lesson objectives and learning outcomes are clearly communicated; 
students are aware of their own target levels and are given appropriate personalised 
feedback to help achieve them. We keep up to date records of students’ progress and 
provide information to parents on a regular basis. (Procedures on Assessment, Marking, 
Teaching and Learning, Recording and Reporting and Target-setting). 
 
Responsibilities 
 
The Headteacher will: 
 
• ensure a consistent approach to assessment, marking, recording and reporting, in line 

with agreed procedures 
• ensure that all staff compile and report (as necessary) appropriate summative 

assessment data  
• ensure that all staff provide appropriate formative personalised feedback to students 
• evaluate staff/subject/student groups/whole-school performance comparative to other 

staff/subjects/student groups/schools 
• oversee the work of the  the Data Manager 
• oversee the work of the Exams Officer 
 
 
The Data Manager will: 
 
• provide an up-to-date database accessible to staff that will be used to monitor progress 

and inform planning 
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• provide parents and students with a report of progress against target levels/grades three 
times per annum in accordance with agreed procedures 

• provide a summary of students’ progress against target levels/grades for use by 
SLT/Subject Leaders three times per annum in accordance with agreed procedures 

 
 
The Exams Officer should: 
• ensure that national tests are applied in accordance with the statutory framework 
• facilitate internal tests that will provide key summative assessment data  
 
 
Subject Leaders should: 
• monitor assessment, marking, recording and reporting practice within their subject 

area(s), ensuring that it is consistent with agreed procedures 
• through a formal annual Learning Review process (involving lesson observation and 

scrutiny of work), identify Curriculum Area strengths and areas for improvement 
regarding assessment, marking, recording and reporting practice  

• ensure that all staff involved in their Curriculum Areas are provided with up-to-date 
information regarding subject specifications and assessment criteria 

• ensure that regular standardised assessment is carried out in all subjects within the 
Curriculum Area, in all year groups 

• facilitate opportunities for standardisation of marking and sharing best practice within 
their Curriculum Areas 

• monitor the effectiveness of teaching groups, specifications, programmes of study and 
schemes of work within their subject area(s) in the light of assessment, recording and 
reporting information 

• Ensure that monitoring assessment, marking, recording and reporting practice within 
their subject area(s) is applied and effective 

• ensure that all students are actively involved in their learning and in the self-assessment 
of their progress 

• share learning objectives and assessment criteria with students 
• provide students with regular formative feedback on the standard of their work, in line 

with agreed marking and assessment procedures 
• use assessment data to inform lesson-planning and differentiated activities to meet the 

identified needs of individual students 
• provide the Data Manager with a summary of student performance in relation to target 

level/grade three times per annum and /or as required in accordance with agreed 
procedures 

 
Students should: 
• take responsibility for their own learning through self-assessment 
• work towards achieving agreed target levels/grades 
 
 
Parents should: 
• support and encourage their child’s learning by working in partnership with the school, 

e.g. attending parent/teacher consultation evenings, monitoring homework 
 
 
The Headteacher should: 
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• ensure that the policy is implemented and report to Governors 
• carry out the statutory duties of the Headteacher with regard to assessment, recording 

and reporting as defined by the DfES 
 
 
 
The Governing Body should: 
• carry out the statutory duties of the Governing Body with regard to assessment, 

recording and reporting as defined by the DfES 
 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
The Governing Body will monitor the effectiveness of the procedures found within the 
Assessment Policy. They will monitor the quality of assessment, marking, recording and 
reporting, and standards of attainment, through the Curriculum Area Review process and 
the exam analysis delivered annually to the full Governing Body. Prior to any review of the 
AR&R policy the Governing Body will seek and consider the views of relevant stakeholders 
on the effectiveness of the policy. 
 
 
ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING (MARKING) PROCEDURES 

 
At Cornfield School, we believe that all student work should be responded to in some way. 
This enables staff to assess the level of a student’s understanding and motivates students 
through a positive communication with staff.  
 
Summative assessment 
At its most formal level, this will be Teacher Assessments in core and foundation subjects at 
KS3, at the end of Y9; and coursework assessment at KS4. End of or Mid-Key stage testing 
may take place to reinforce Assessment at an equivalent examination or formal testing level. 
 
With teacher workload in mind, we ask that at least one major piece of work is assessed 
against targets a half-term. The Progress against Targets symbols should be used as part of 
this formal assessment in conjunction with the NC level 
 

On target                                                O 
Above target                                           A 
Under target                                           U 
Working towards a challenging target       W 

 
Many Subject Leaders do this through regular end-of-module tests. This is also done during 
the appropriate Target Weeks, with progress measured against targets The criteria for such 
assessment will be in the Programmes of Study at KS3 and in the examination syllabuses at 
KS4. These criteria should always be clearly communicated to the students. 
 
 
Teachers are expected to record these summative assessments, and use them when 
required to report to parents, to determine effective teaching and learning groups and to 
grade student attainment in formal exams. This should be done, initially in both the Pupil 
Progress Profiles and Classroom Monitor. Please refer to the Data Manager for clarification. 
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Formative assessment 
 
Formative assessment can take place in a variety of ways including: 
¨ Grading, with targets for improvement where appropriate  
¨ Written comments suggesting a way forward to the next level 
¨ Verbal feedback 
¨ Peer assessment 
¨ Discussion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, whatever the form of assessment used, these guidelines should be followed: 
 
q The learning objectives of the task should be clearly communicated to students and 

used in assessing their progress. Students need to know what they have done well i.e. 
which of the learning objectives they have achieved. 

q Students need to know what they need to do to improve. This can be presented as areas 
for development.  

q Allow time for students to read comments – and ensure that they do so! There should be 
a positive tone and where appropriate the use of praise.  

q The writing should be legible and wording should be economical. The use of marking 
frames should be considered. 

q It is not always appropriate to mark all work in great detail – a lot of classwork and work 
set to be completed at home can be “marked” by students and checked by staff. Staff, 
parents and pupils all need to appreciate that not all written work requires extended 
written comments. 

q All staff are required to mark the use of English in any written work. This includes 
spelling and punctuation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix:   Cornfield School Procedure for Setting & Using Targets 
 
 
 
 
 
CORNFIELD SCHOOL PROCEDURE FOR SETTING AND USING TARGETS 
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Definitions 
 
Targets are expressed as National Curriculum levels (at Key Stage 3) or grades (at Key 
Stage 4). They are used to plot an individual student’s progress through an entire key stage. 
As a general rule, every student will have two targets for achievement in every subject that 
they study: 

§ an Expected Target Level or Grade – a departmental indicator of potential 
achievement 

§ an Agreed Target Level or Grade – the student’s personal aspirational indicator 
 
Rationale 
 
We believe that targets should be based on the prior attainment and expected progress of 
individual children; ambitious and appropriately challenging; and owned by the school with 
everyone committed to their achievement. 
 
Effective targets encourage individual learning, irrespective of ability; give accurate 
information about prior achievement, so inform teacher planning; and allow for easy 
identification of under-achievement. To achieve these criteria a target must be aspirational 
(challenging, but achievable), measurable, relevant and clear. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cornfield Steps 

          
KS2 end of year 

expectations 
met* 

KS3 and KS4 
AWL 

 2017 KS4 GCSE  
Cornfield 

Vocational 
Steps 
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  p6 1  1- G- 20  EL1- V1 
  p7 3  1 G 22  EL1 V2 
  p8 5  1+ G+ 24  EL1+ V3 

Start of yr1 1c 7  1++ F- 26  EL2- V4 
  1b 9  2- F 28  EL2 V5 

End of yr1 1a 11  2 F+ 30  EL2+ V6 
  2c 13  2+ E- 32  EL3- V7 

End of yr2 2b 15  2++ E 34  EL3 V8 
  2a 17  3- E+ 36  EL3+ V9 

End of yr3 3c 19  3 D- 38  LEVEL 1 - V10 
End of yr4 3b 21  3+ D 40  LEVEL 1 V11 
End of yr5 3a 23  4- D+ 42  LEVEL 1+ V12 

  4c 25  4 C- 44  LEVEL 2- V13 
End of yr6 4b 27  4+ C 46  LEVEL 2 V14 

  4a 29  5 C+ 48  LEVEL2+ V15 
  5c 31  5+ B- 50    
  5b 33  6 B 52    
  5a 35  6+ B+ 54    
  6c 37  7 A- 56    
  6b 39  7+ A 58    
  6a 41  8 A+ 60    
  7c 43  8+ A* 62    
  7b 45  9  64    

 
 
 
 
Subject-specific scales are produced based upon the achievement of previous cohorts 
nationally, from West Sussex and from Cornfield. The levels/grades generated for each 
individual student are then refined using other key performance indicators, such as CAT 
scores, SEN/care status, birth date/weight, ethnicity, EAL, free school meals entitlement.  
 
Subject Leaders have an opportunity to query individual/cohort Expected Levels/Grades. 
Rationale for any changes must be carefully considered and presented to Steve Edwards, 
i/c Target Setting. Suggestions for changes based wholly upon individual teacher judgement 
will not be considered; intra-departmentally standardised formulae will be given airtime. 
Once the window for Curriculum Leader input has closed, Expected Target Levels/Grades 
will be locked for the key stage: departments will be accountable for students achieving 
these targets. 
 
Expected Target Levels/Grades are then revealed to students, who negotiate with teachers 
to set Agreed Target Levels/Grades in each subject. Agreed Targets should be aspirational, 
achievable and the same, or very near to, the Expected Target. This process is important: 
students must feel that they have had an input into setting their targets, in order to have 
ownership of them. Sufficient time should be allowed in lessons by teachers in order to 
negotiate effectively with every student in the class. 
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Agreed Targets can be slightly lower or higher than the Expected Target. Agreed Target 
Levels/Grades can be changed within a key stage (unlike the Expected Target). Agreed 
Targets can be changed only during Targets Week/Fortnight: an opportunity for teachers 
and students to review the Agreed Targets, once a term; any changes to Agreed Targets are 
negotiated and published to parents. 
 
Reporting Progress Against Targets to Parents 
 
Performance against Agreed Target Levels/Grades is reported once a term. There will be 
two interim reports per year, plus one full report, e.g. Autumn term interim report, Spring 
term full report, Summer term interim report. 
 
Codes used on Interim Reports are:    

O = on target 
A = above target 
U = below target 

 
If a student is assessed as performing under target, then one of the following reasons must 
be offered:       

s = standard of work 
h = homework 
a = absence 
c = coursework not up-to-date 
b = behaviour 
w = working towards a challenging target 

 
Each of s, h, a, c and b suggest poor student performance; w should be used in the case of 
a hard-working student who has an ambitious target that he/she is not quite on course to 
achieve. 
 
Codes used on Full Reports are:    

O = on target 
A = above target 
U = below target 
w = working towards a challenging target 

Use of Targets in Marking 
 
When marking a student’s work, the same codes as employed for the reporting procedure 
are used in relation to performance against the Agreed Target Level/Grade in that subject in 
conjunction with the NC levels:    
 
                                                                                O = on target 
                                                                                A = above target 
                                                                                U = below target 
 
 
Teachers should ensure that students do not misinterpret these 
codes 
 
To mean anything, targets must be supported by rigorous formative assessment: students 
must be given specific advice on how to progress to the next level. Teachers must inform 
the student, via specific, relevant oral or written feedback: if on target, how to make further 
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progress; if above target, how to maintain excellent rates of progress; if below target, how to 
get back on track. 
 


